Transcript: How to easily stow a walker and rollator

This is a transcript for this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rOQVCb2GuNI

[Music]

In this video, we'll discuss two other common devices you might encounter: walkers and rollators.

Walkers and rollators are two other lightweight devices that provide walking support to users, and they often fold and fit comfortably in the trunk of your car.

Walkers generally have two wheels on the front of the device so they can fold up and stow in the back seat next to the passenger with a quick push of the button.

A rollator is similar but has hand brakes, a seat, maybe a basket, and it has four wheels: two in the front and two on the back of the device.

The frame generally stows in a trunk for easy storage.

If you lift up on the seat cushion and you pull a release bar, it'll fold the device nice and compact.

Rollators are generally lightweight and easy to fold and unfold and stow easily.
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